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Hotnecotning parade cancelled
by Riley Worth
The 1996 SCSU flomecoming theme is
"ANewTraclition," but that tradition will not
include a homecoming parade.
According to University Program Board
graduate assistant Chris Baxter, it is not
because of past problems with aJcohol. The
two main reasons were weather and
attendance.
"Homecoming had been pushed so far
back into October that we were almost

guaranteed bad weather," Baxter said. He
added that only about 50 people come out to
watch approximately 40 floats on the parade
route, which went accross the Mississppi
River and down 9th Ave.
Baxter did say that along with the theme
"A New Tradition" they are trying to sharpen
the image the community has on
Homecoming.
"We're reinventing Homecoming," Baxter
said. 'The parade was great, but it had
reached it's time to try something new."
Most upset by the decision to end the

paraae will be the fraternities, sororities and
organizations that participated in the making
and judging of the floats.
"I'm really disgusted," said Amber Bader,
president of Alpha Eta Rho, the aviation
fraternity. "It's been our main activity during
Homecoming weekend, so it was really
disappointing for all ofus."
1
Sophomore Trista Morgan, a member of
the Delta Zeta sorority said she is going to
miss the tradition. Ever since high school she
had been part of float making and
homecoming parades.

by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

by Tabitha Whissemore

Julia PetmonlPH(HO mrroR

The SCSU soccer team celebrates Saturday after scoring
against Northern Colorado In the second period. The Huskies

Go TO SCAMS, PAGE 8 •

Go TO PARADE, PAGE 8 •

On-campus food
•
more expensive

Internship
scams
trouble
students
There are several internship
search advertisements circulating
around, but determining which ones
are legitimate and which are not
can cause problems and cost
students money.
For example, the National
Society f6r Experiential Education
charges $30 for a book on
internships. The book includes
addresses and descriptions of
internships available. However,
Career Services owns a copy of this
book and several others containing
information
on
internships
available for almost every career
field.
Andrew Ditlevson at Career
Services helps many students find
internships each year. He suggested
that with a little homework, a
student can find the right internship
wi~out going through the hassle of
usmg an agency.
"There
are
legitimate
organizations," Ditlevson said.
"You just have to do.your research."
Legitimate internship agencies
are listed with the Better Business
Bureau, a division of the Chamber
of Commerce.
The BBB can provide

"I know people enjoyed getting together
the night before and building their floats"
Baxter said._ "Now they can get together and
build a booth. Plus we're guaranteed good
weather in the fieldhouse."
Morgan speculated about the parade's
replacement, an indoor parade dubbed
"Husky Hoopla," saying her sorority had not
been informed as to what is going on.

lost 5-1. See related story on Page 10.

Food is a subject near and dear
to the hearts of many SCSU
students, and the food services are
one of the biggest markets on
campus.
The 19%-97 ,academic year has
brought increased prices and
several new services to students
who fill their stomachs on campus.
ARAmark incorporated, which
has been the university's food
service provider for 31 years, has
raised prices on several items it
sells. According to Ed Devoid,
director of ARAmark at SCSU, the
additional cost reflects both
inflation and an increase in the· price
of manufacturers'
products,
especially beverages.
"Instead of an across:the-board
percentage increase, we adjusted
the price of certain items," Devoid
said. "All the increases were below
5 percent."
A large glass of pop costed
students $1.25 last year. This year,
the price is $1.39. Other items, such
as lunch and dinner specials and
bags of chips at the Market in the
basement of Atwood Memorial
Center are also more expensive.
Devoid pointed out that the
increased prices are still less than
what many other businesses charge.
The price for student mea1 plans
has remained constant, and high
numbers of off-campus students are
purchasing meal plans. Off-campus
mea1 plans purchased have a1ready

matched last year's figures for the
entire school year. Extra incentives
such as cash equivalency . and
Husky Bucks have helped
contribute to this, according to
Devoid.
"It's gone right through the
roof," Devoid said. "We're seeing
lots of examples of students that
will put $100 into an account. I
think students who have moved off
campus since last year feel familiar
with the food service plan."
The , long-awaited addition of
Taco Bell to the various franchises
in the basement of Atwood has
proved to be popular with students,
Devoid said. However, he
explained that ARAmark plans to
avoid the addition of future
franchises, citing the extra licensing
costs that come with a national
chain.
"Franchises change the value of
the meal, because some of students'
money goes to pay the overhead,"
he said. "We try to provide the same
service to students within
ARAmark.."
Time cards explaining Garvey's
sometimes confusing schedule
were available to students two years
ago. They will be re-issued this
year. In addition, perks such as
guest passes and pizza parties will
be added to the mea1 plans.
Students who wish to comment
on campus food services or peruse
the Garvey menu for upcoming
weeks can access the ARAmark
World Wide Web page at
http://www.aramark-mn.com/.
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WIJAT's
HAPPENING
TODAY

Dan Preston and Tom
Pattock
play mellow jazz and
trumpet from noon to 1 :30
p.m. at Pike's Beirhaus and
German Restaurant. They
play from noon to 1 :30 p.m.

and again from 8·11 p.m. on

CAMPus & CoMMUNDY
Attention Students
Have you moved since May 31?
If so, any changes in your new address must
be in to the Office of Records and Registration
by Sept. 20. Without this updated infonnation,
no grades will be sent to the current address.
Changes will be noted in this year's
University Directory.
Students needing to make changes should go
to Administrative Services room 118 and fill out
a change of address fonn .

Thursday.

Frank Black (solo work
from Pixies)
featured artist on KVSC
radio (88.1 FM) from 11 p.m.

Tuesday
September 17, 1996

Sophomores/juniors
offered scholarships
Students interested in careers in math, natural
sciences and engineering can apply for a

scholarship from the Barry M. Goldwater
From 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. students, faculty and
Scholarship and Excellence in Education staff are encouraged to take part in the second
annua1 event in the North Voyageur room.
Program.
Students must be nominated by SCSU for the
award, which covers up to $7,000.
For more infonnation, contact Dale Williams,
the assistant dean,· College of Science and
The Opportunity Training Center in St. Cloud
Technology at the Math and Science Center, is behind $330,000 in taxes in addition to being
room 145.
· investigated for the suspected embezzlement of
$45,000 from the non-profit center.

OTC $330,000 in red

Give at "Day of caring"
Help collate and stuff mailers for "Charities
Review" and get a free t-shirt and/or a free meal.
The first 25 volunteers to AMC on Tuesday,
Sepl. 24 will get free t-shirts for their efforts.1be
first 40 who give time over the lunch hour will
get a free lunch.

Supervisors at the center allegedly altered
payroll papers to claim payment for 21,642 more
hours than the disabled workers the center
employees actually worked.
Steams County officials are making
contingency plans in case the center does not
continue to operate due to the current financial
troubles.

to midnight.

WEDNESDAY
Open mic poetry night
from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. at
Java Z.

Afghan Whigs
featured artists on KVSC
from 11 p.m to midnight.

Tennis entries due
for doubles play by 5 p.m. in
room 8~120 Halenbeck Hall.
Play begins Sept. 23.

Rapper Tupac
Shakurdies
Tupac Shakur, the 25 year-old
rapper, died in Las Vegas Friday
after a gun ambush there Sept. 7.
He was on the way to the Mike
Tyson v. Bruce Seldon boxing
match in that city when the
shooting took place.
Police have no leads in the case.
Shakur's All Evez on Me album
made the No. 1 slot on the national
sales chart in February.

U.S. troops head
THURSDAY
Blue Man Jive
play at the Java Joint at 9
p.m.

Piano Spectacular
features the work of Joplin,
Ravel, Scarlatti and

Campos. Stephen B.
Humphrey Theatre, St.
John's University.at 8 p.m.

to Persian Gulf
President Clinton wants to send
5,0CM) U.S. Anny troops to Kuwait

In history...
15 years ago ...

funk music performed at the
Red Carpet starting around
9:30 p.m.

An activity fee was
tacked on to tuition for
the first time. The rate
was $3.25 for each
credit, not to exceed
$48 .75 a quarter.

Fyder and Everhart

25 years ago ...

an acoustic guitar duo play
~t the New Tradition Theatre
Company at 7 p.m.

Students in need of
typewriters could rent
them for 20 cents an
hour with student ID.

The Sandwiches,
Detroit

Flag Football
Captain's meeting
at 5 p.m. in Halenbeck Hall
room S-120. Tournament
entries are due at the same
time. Play begins Sept. 21.

Mail information for the 'What's
Happening" events calendar to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

& NATION

STATE

along with 18 F- I8C fighter planes
to Saudi Arabia to reinforce
warnings to Iraq after that country
failed to follow restrictions set up:m
it after the Persian Gulf War in
1991.

The measure depends largely on
whether Kuwait will allow the
troops to land on its soil.
U.S. warships and aircraft
continue to move into position as
the Clinton administration attempts
to get U.S. a1lies to back its actions.

Country music
drives listeners
to despair
British scientists found a
relationship between the rate of
suicide and the frequency country

music is played on the radio.
Country music often dwells on
themes such as the loss of loved
ones according to a report.
Scientists revea1ed Sept. 11 that
the degree of gloom found in the
pop ch~rts can_ help predict an
economJc recession.
The findings were reported at
Britain's main annual science
festival.

14-year-old
crosses Pacific

22. He was picked up off the
northern coast of California.
His communications equipment
failed early in his trip, making it
impossible to contact officials or
his fami ly.
Takatiaski is believed to be the
youngest person to cross the Pacific
alone.

Teachers in state
score high
Minnesota

earned

positive

marks in seven out of JO categories

Sabaru Takatiask.i finished a
4,600 niile journey across the
Pacific Ocean Friday, weeks after
he had been presun'ted dead.
The 14 year-old solo sailer
disappeared three weeks after he
started his voyage from Tokyo July

used to rank the level of teacher
training across the nation in a report
by the National Commission on
Teaching and America's Future.
The ranking was the highest in
the nation.
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Parking a conunodity at SCSU
parking if needed.
With the construction of a new
library, C-lot and O-lot will be
affected, which tend to be used by
most students.
The issue then is not a lack of
space for students to park, but rather
an unwillingness to park ' in a lot
further away and use the shuttle
system or walk.
"Not only have we focused on
making more space in the lots, but
we also looked at improving
alternative
methods
of
transportation for students," said
Ludwig.
Improvements are being made
in the Husky shuttle system that
runs from Atwood Center to the lots
on the south end of campus. In
addition, carpool lots have been
established to encourage students to
carpool. Subsidized bus pass.es
have been made available for
students through the St. Cloud
Metro Bus Service at $18 per
qu~er.

Space, distance
from campus
major areas of
concern
by Robert Kraemer
STAFF WRITER

The major problem with parking
at SCSU is a lack of space.
With the construction of a new
library scheduled to begin in the
sumiper of 1997, this issue is likely
to rise again.
According to Steve Ludwig,

Buildings and Grounds Manager,
students should not be feeling a
crunch in terms of parking now, nor
will they with the upcoming
construction.
'The building of the new library

is something we have been thinking
about for almost fifteen years. We
have

been

making

plans

to

accommodate parking over that
time," said Ludwig.
With the building of the

Senior Shawn Thompson unlocks his Trans-Am Friday afternoon in pay lot parking lot.
National
Hockey
Center,
approximately 300 parking stalls
were lost. In 1989, 1000 new stalls

were added. SCSU has, over the
past few years, purchased 45 new
properties within a six block area

and bought the land that housed two
packing companies with the idea
that the land could be used for

Women's Center director
excels in position
by Erin Ghere
Jane Olsen has worked for
nearly seven years as the director
of lhe women's center at SCSU.
According to her, the work is just
as enjoyable as when she started.
"It's hard work, but it's great
work," she said.
Chuck Winkelman, St.
Cloud's mayor, agrees wilh her
on that point. In July, Olsen was
presented with one of the 1996
Mayor's High-Five Community
Awards for her commitment to
women's issues, specifically the
work that she has done in the area
of sexual assault prevention on
campus. Olsen doesn't like to
take the credit herself.
"I, individually, received the
award, but the philosophy and
reality of the women's center is
that we operate from a team
approach," she said. ''I may have
received the award, but I sure
didn't do it myself.
The path Olsen took to get to
her current position is a long and
winding one which began nearly
15 years ago. It was the early 80's
when she became aware of
society's treatment of women
and
the
differences
in
opportunities between women
and men. While working to
receive her master's degree from
Sangamon State University, she
made the decision to channel her
career into women's issues and
women's programs.
She worked as an advocate
and program developer at a
shelter for battered women in
Springfield, ILL. until 1985. She
worked for the Illinois Displaced
Homemakers Society, helping
women
who
had
been

homemakers and were thrown
into the working world due to
divorce or death of their spouse.
In 1989, the director of SCSU's
Women's
Center
became
available.
"I thought 'this is my dream
job,"' she said.
When Olsen arrived,. the
Women's Center was still getting
on its feet. It had no staff, no
budget and little money. Olsen
attributes the success of the
center to the vision of a number
of faculty, students and staff.
During the first few years, Olsen
and the rest of the staff worked
long hours as the center built
itself up by adding programs and
refining those already offered.
'Tm inspired by students, by
students' energies and their
motivation to better the world,"
Olsen said.
Under her direction, the
SCSU Women's Center has
created and offers many
programs. The center also awards
$4,000 in scholarships annually
to
non-traditional,
female
students. Olsen expects the
center to keep improving as: it
moves into the future.
"I think we, as a center, arc
offering sound programs and are
operating from goals that arc
crucial," she said. "We will
continue to look at priorities and
make decisions about new
directions for the center on an
ongoing basis. We'll maintain the
goal of strengthening what we
already do well."

Impending
semester
conversion,
raises concern
by Eric Dietz

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Jane Olsen received a 1996 Mayor's High-Five Community
Award for her work at the SCSU Women's Center.

The Minnesota legislature passed a law in
1995 stating that all public colleges and
universities should be on the semester
calendar by fall of 1998.
SCSU
administration is taking a close look at how to
make the transition smooth for students and
faculty.
Moorhead State University made the
change last year and had some problems with
the transition. Dr. Lin Holder, Associate VicePresident of Academic Affairs said, "SCSU is
learning from Moorhead's failures. We are
also learning from their successes."
Despite this reassuring attitude many
students are apprehensive about the change.
Junior Josh Duerkop said ''I'm just glad to be
out of here before it happens."
Junior Jeff Steeves agreed. "I Like the
qu.µter system. It gives you more variety in
the classes you can choose," he said.
One possible impact of the change is it
could intenupt the sequence of many classes.
Engineering and math courses need to be
taken in a sequential order. The fear of many
students is that by changing to the semester
schedule, this cla~s sequence will be
interrupted. Junior Scott Hamilton feels it
would not be good for people caught in the
middle. They would have to take half a course
over again.
"We will do absolutely all we can to make
sure no one losses out in this transition,"
Holder said.
The daily schedule is a worry of some
students. There are two models of a schedule
which the faculty is examining for approval.
"We're working on creating a daily
schedule that makes sense," Holder said.
"We're trying to avoid a class that gets
dismissed at quarter past the hour and classes
that start at quarter till the hour."

Go TO SEMESTERS, PAGE 7 •
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SCSU professor seeks safer ATMs
by Frank Rajkowski

compiled data and prepared his

STAFF WRITER

report for the OCC over the course
of the summer.

Their convenience cannot be
understated in this increasingly
mobile society, but the ever-

increasing use of automated teller
machines has not come without a

price. Criminals seeking easier
methods of robbery have seized on
the rise in A1M use as a convenient
opportunity themselves.
In an effort to make ATM

machines a safer way to conduct
financial transactions, Congress is
currently considering ATM security
legislation. The Office of
Comptroller of the Currency, a

branch of the Treasury Department,
is considering new regulations
designed to make ATM sites less

susceptible to robbery.
To that end, the OCC and the
White House contacted F. Barry
Schreiber, an SCSU criminal justice
professor this summer and asked
him to prepare a report on ATM
crime across the np.tion.
''They wanted to know about
. ATM crime risk data and trends,"
Schreiber said. ''I'm the guy in that
area. I'm the expert because I have
worked on researching this area for
the past decade. I subscribe to a
national newspaper clipping service
that claims 10 read 10,000
newspapers, 7,000 magazines and
400 newsletters. I ask them to
search for incidents of ATM crime.
Then I sort and read the
infonnation."
Schreiber, who has been a
featured presenter at numerous
events, including the Bank
Administration Institute's 1996
Security <10d Fraud Conference,

"It was a short project,"
Schreiber said. "They asked me to
prepare a report and they'll now
make the decisions on security. It's
not

an

on-going

relationship, but they
could
call
tomorrow
on
something if they
need to consult me."
Schreiber said
because
ATMs
offer
24-hour
availability and are
geogr.a ph ical I y
accessible,
they
naturally are used
ex!ensively.
8 _8

transactions a
year
at
A me r i c a • s
approximately
100,000 ATMs
and 75 percent
of Americans
have a card,"
Schreiber said.
"It's a major way of
getting money."
Schreiber said he is consistently
amazed at how simpleATMs render
financial transactions.
"I went to Singapore in April to
be a featured presenter at a
conference and I got to the airport at
about 1:30 in the morning,"
Schreiber said. "I tried my A1M
card from here in Minnesota and in
about 20 seconds I got $200
Singapore out of the machine."

Schreiber
stresses
the
importance of ATM safety
education among customers. Data
suggests that 50 percent of ATM
robberies take place between 7 p.m.
and midnight and that 60 percent of
robberies occur while the customer
''One of America's most famous . is alone.
bank robbers was asked why he
'1f you have to go to an ATM
robs banks. He said 'because that's
machine after dark, go with
someone or go to one in an attended
location, like at a Super America,"
Schreiber said.
those considerii;ig
Schreiber said ATM operators
robbery."
can do more to make their machines
Although a safer place for customers. Making
Schreiber said sure machines are well lit after dark
his
daJa and the machines are plainly visible
indicates that from the nearest street or sidewalk.
incidents
of and limiting the amount of
ATM crime are sl:irubbery and other obstructions to
remaining a full view.
stable at once in
''That way, the bad guys have to
every three and
a half million worry about any car going by
transactions, as giving a report to police about a
ATM
use robbery in progress," Schreiber
continues to said.
rise, so will the
Schreiber said it will be
ATM
crime impossible to eliminate ATM crime
rate."
all together.
''There's a
"In a society with 200 million
lot of intuitively guns in circulation, to expect the
pleasing ideas around I00,000 ATM machines to be
about ATM safety," Schreiber said. crime-free is silly," Schreiber said.
"In New York City, they have "Yet, there are things that can be
begun to require that every ATM done to make them safer."
machine have a rear-view mirror. In
suburbs of Cleveland, they are now
requiring that an E911 button be
instaJled on all machines. There has
not been any data yet to suggest this
is effective. 1nesc are intuitively
pleasing ide~. but I do not know if
they will be effective in and of
themselves."

Because other crime targets;
convenience stores, taxi cabs etc.,
have begun keeping more of their
money in safes, criminals find
ATMs a safer way of making crime
pay.

Overall, Schreiber said he
enjoyed doing his report for the
federal government and thinks
students should know their
professors do more than just teach
classes.
"I think its good for students to
know their professors contribute to
research in society instead of just
droning on behind the podium,"
Schreiber said.

JEFF's
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,__,,,

.s',>.
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MASTER PIERCER - JEFF

F.,,App,;intm«JtQTCon"'1h•llon

c .. uo-393-2654

Welcome!
Geez serves lunch daily!
Our kitchen's open until 11 p.m.l

As each new year begins

NIGHTI.Y SP£CIA1,S AFTH 8P.M.

we are joined once again
by members of the SCSU
student community
who keep us
alive and growing,
lerning and changing,
talking and laughing.
•

We lace up our sneakers together
and set out on our
Chiistian pilgrtmmage of faith.
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CATHOllC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.m .. ll : 15a.m.8p.m .

Mass & Events 251 -3261
Office 251-3260

TUESDAY
$2.50 34 oz. taps
$2.00 Colorado Bulldogs

WEDNESDAY
$3.50 pitchers
1/2 price long Island Ice Teas

THURSDAY
OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon.·Fri. 8:308:00, Sat. 8:30-5:00, Sun. 10:004:00
WE'LL MEET OR BEAT
ANY ADVERTISED PRICE

252-6582 • 253-1227
805 W. St. Germain, Downtown St. Cloud
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-

EXPIRES 10·30·96

~l.25 16 oz. taps $2.25 Jagermeister,
Rumpleminze, Sambuca, Goldschlager
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Student Disability Services seeks notetakers
by Christine Larter
Every year at St Ooud State

University, students are needed to

help other students with their
classes by becoming volunteer
notetakers.
Undergraduate and graduate

students can take and receive
notes for all classes offered by the
university. Students can become
volunteer notetakers by stopping
in Atwood 105-8, where Student
Disability Services will try to find

a match and provide the volunteer
with necessary training.

"They get a schedule of your
classes and they will ask you to
take notes if there are students in

"Students who have disabilities have
the same hopes, wants, and dreams as
everyone else."
Tammy Becker
GRADUATE ASSISTANT

your classes who need them,"
junior Kristen DeMars said.

According
to
graduate
assistant Tammy Becker, there are
no djsadvantages to being a
volunteer notetaker. Students do

not give up any free time and it is
an easy way to gain volunteer
credit. Volunteer note taking is not
a difficult process because a
student is alreiidy taking notes.
"In my class, the teacher asked

10% DISCOUNT

~

RICAN COMPUTER

ACROSS
AMERICA!

EXCHANGE

All Bikes &
Accesories
* Locks

* Helmets
* Lights
* Bags
* Racks

In order for a student to obtain
help they have to have a
professional assessment done.
Students who are emotionally or
mentally, hearing, visually or
psychologically impaired can
apply to obtain help.
"In order for a student to
receive notes, they need to be
approved for our services," said
office manager Joyce Koshiol.
"Students
who
have
disabilities have the same hopes,
wants and dreams as everyone
else. They want to improve their
lives through employment jtist
like us," Becker said.

watch!

on any computer
component or system
with a valid SCSU student I.D.

4180 Thielman Lane
Across from K-mart
(320) 252-9788

if anyone would be interested in
taking notes. I wanted to get
involved because volunteers do it
for my brother," DeMars said.
The student notetaker gains
volunteer hours on their activity
transcript through the Volunteer
Link. Volunteer notetiling can be
a resume builder, a "Yay to
develop better notetaking and
study skills and bring a student's
grades up. According to Becker,
volunteer notetaker's grades have
been proven to increase. The
center offers pointers for students
on how to take notes.
"If I'm taking notes and I can't
understand them, there's no way
someone else will understand,"
DcMars said.

Weaving/Foil .... $35
With Amber or Maranel

CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS

1/2
Price

50% OFF EVE~YTHING (100+ Bikes)
EX: UNIVEGA 507 Deare XT - LX MTB Reg. 999.95 1/2 = 499.97
UNIVEGA 505 Deare LX 24sp MTB Reg. 899;95 1/2 = 449.97
UNIVEGA 3.7 STX-Alivia 21sp MTB Reg. 499.95 1/2 = 249.97

Lots of Bikes Under $200.00!
Last Day Today!
Tuesday 10a.m. - 10 p.m.

ATWOOD CENTER
2ND Floor - Voyager Rooms
(320) 255 - 4190
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Upcoming schedule·switch to cause
change in general education courses
by Jeff Dahler
The classes," they are achanging. At least the general

education classes will be after
SCSU switches to the semester
system in the fall of 1998.
Lin Holder is the associate vicepresident of Academic Affairs and
the
semester
conversion
coordinator. Holder said, because
the generaJ education classes being offered now were designed to be
used in a quarter system, they will
have to be re-designed to work in
the semester system.
"We will have to re-design the
whole thing from the bottom up,"
Holder said.
Classes changing from four
credits to three credits will be the
major change, according to Holder.
Other

changes

will

where students have the choice of
which classes they would like to
enroll in. SCSU wants to give
students more choices in the fields
they are interested in.
Ralph Carr, chairperson of the
mathematics department, said not
only will the general education
classes be affected by the change,
the whole department will.
"We will be re•designing our
classes." Carr said. 'The whole
program . will be revamped. My
guess is that we will have less
classes to offer."
Christine Jazwinski, professor
of psychology, said all of the.
psychology classes will be
examined, but does not feel any
major changes will be made.
"We will have to look at all of
our classes with the change,"
Jazwinski said. "As far as the
general education classes go, we
will not be combining any of them

combining two classes that are
similar into one class and, in some
instances, totally re-designing a

STAFF WRITER

include

class.

Holder used the required
English 162 and 163 as an example
of two classes that might be
combined.
"We are finding that incoming
students arc better prepared for
writing than they were in the past,"
Holder said. "We might not have a
need for the two required classes."
Holden said one of the main
goals is to make the general
education distribution areas easier
for students to understand. Re•
designing the current classes would
do that.
Holder wants to see a two.part
genc'ral education system. One part
would be classes that all students
are required to take, like English
and Social Science. The other part
would be distribution classes,

because they are all very distinct
classes."
Holder said that all curriculum
changes must meet five written
· criteria and then be accepted by a
college.Jevel
curriculum
committee.
This
committee
includes all five state universities,
the Faculty Senate and the Office of
Academic Affairs.
"What is being done now is a
broad look at the semester change,"
Holder said. "Within a month we
will be looking at generaJ dasses."
According to Holder, it is
important that the semester change
issues are dealt with as soon as
possible to give everyone a chance
to ease into the change.
"Our goal is to have everything
ready at the end of this academic
year, so faculty have all next year to
prepare curriculum for semesters,"
Holden said.
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Accompanied
with
the
anticipation is a feeling of anxiety
among many faculty members.
''There will have to be some
obvious modifications to courses,
whether it is combining two courses
or creating major overhauls for
others," said Dr. Henry Coppock, a
geography professor. ''This is a
transition period, we'll just have to
get use to it."
Math Department Chair Ralph
Carr said the new schedule is not as
optimal as the current quarter
schedule. It will force some math
classes to meet for longer periods
each day.
"'This will affect the math
department in more than one way,"
Carr said. "Since math is connected
· to all other departments through
prerequisites for other majors, it
will create a major effect on our
courses."
The University of Minnesota is
not making the change to the
semester system until the fall of
1999.
The
University
of
Minnesota's charter was drafted
one year before the state legislature
came into existence so they are
exempt from this law. Even so, they
will be going along with aJl other
educationaJ institutions in the state
and making the change.
Despite
complaints
and
apprehension this change is
required. If any student wishes to
obtain more information about the
transition to the semester calendar
go to Academic Services 209,
Office for Academic Affairs to
obtain a pamphlet, or talk to your
major advisor.
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and game booths.
"We'll see how this year goes,
and hopefully continue it well into
the future," said Homecoming
coordinator Sara Quam. She added
the indoor festival is not for just
SCSU students, but for the whole
commuruty.
Other changes for this year's
homecoming is the removal of the
pep rally, and the coronation will
take place Thursday instead of
Tuesday.

"We just heard there wasn't
going to be any floats and we were
a little disapfX)inted."
"Husky Hoopla" will be held
Saturday, Oct 26 in Halenbeck
Fieldhouse. This indoor tailgate
party is set up between the
Homecoming football and hockey
games and will have music and
fOOO available. Also, many SCSU
clubs and organizations are teaming
with sponsors from the community
and will be decorating their food

Do
something
good.
Feel
something Scams
real.
from now on in Amer[o, ony delinilion
ofosoccedullilemusliocludeserving
olners. fo lind oul now you can nelp in
your communily, call 11800) 6715515.

0

?:

P?!~1: ~.1~1:!T
~
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information about the agencies,
including any complaints lodged
against them. Reference Librarians,
located in the Resource Center, can
also aid in any research done about
the agencies.
Career services has a multitude
of information about internships.
The
office,
located
in
Administrative Services Room 101,
also has four internship directories
and an employer database. In
addition, there are several sights on
the internet that contain this
information.
Currently, SCSU is processing
all their internship information into
a computer in order to provide
electronic access to information.

ADVE:RTl9!;

Career Services is also in the
process of writing a guideline for
students on the importance of
internships and how to go about
getting one. It includes information
on developing a resume and
preparing for interviews. These
guidelines will soon be ayailable .
There will be seminars offered
by Career Services on finding jobs
and internships on the Internet.
These seminars will be offered on
Sept. 24, Oct. 15, and Nov. 5. Space
for the seminars is limited. To
reserve a space, students must fill
out a Student Computer Workshop
Registration Form in ECC l03.

H6Rlil

255-4086

STOP

Tour the newlv remodeled
Customer Call Center
Learn more ·about Customer Service
Emplovment Opportunities
Monday, September 23, 1996
anvtime between 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. at:

Fingerhut Corporation
Additional Wages for
fluency in
Spanish & English

Human Resources Department
S3 Mcleland Road
St. Cloud, MN
EEO
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Second-half surge sparks ,Huskies
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

'The offense really played well when they
got the chance," said SCSU head coach Noel
Martin. "ln the second half, the defense came
right out and we got some great

It was a return to old form Saturday for the
SCSU foo1ball team. After falling to the

opportunities."
Once again, senior running back and

University of Northern Iowa 44-7 two weeks
ago, the Huskies won in convincing fashion
over the University of Minnesota - Duluth
34-16 Saturday.

The offense gathered steam in the first half
and blew away the opponent in the second
half, while the defense started out softly in the
first half and became a cohesive unit through
the second half.

Harlan Hill hopeful Randy Martin led the

Husky ·offense, am;i.ssing 191 yards on 1he
ground, and garnering a pair of one-yard
touchdown runs.
;'The biggest reason for the yards was the
offensive line," Randy Martin said. "I wasn't
getting touched."
The senior I-back from Chippewa Falls,
Wis., has 299 yards in his two games this
season.

Senior quarterback Todd Bouman started
the scoring with 9:23 remaining in the first
quarter. Running the option with Randy
Martin, the signal-caller turned the comer and
scampered 35 yards for the touchdown.
"We were running the option really well
all day," Randy Martin said. 'The line just did
a great job. Todd (Bouman) was having some
good runs all day."
UMD pulled ahead I0-6 in the second
quarter, taking advantage of a long drive and
intercepting a Bouman pass in the end zone
when the Huskies were on the four-yard line.
Bouman redeemed himself, however,
hitting sophomore receiver Mike McKinney
in the comer of the end zone with 1:14

remaining in the first half. After Bouman ran
in the two-point conversion, SCSU led 14-10
at the end of the first half.
'They had a very long drive in the second
half and that kind of stalled us," Noel Martin
said. "We also had a couple of turnovers,. but
we responded nicely in the second half."
The Huskies tallied two unanswered
touchdowns in the third quarter, putting the
game out of reach for the Bulldogs.
Randy Martin notched the first of his two
plunges with 10:18 remaining in the quarter,
and Bouman hit McKinney with another

Go ro HUSKIES, PAGE 12""

St. John's Invitational
provides mixed results
Freshman women shine; men's team shaky in opener
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

Paul Middlestaedt/STAFF PHOT(x;RAPHER

Junior Greg Sorenson charges through the trails Saturday
during the St. John's Invitational. Sorenson placed ninth overall.

New faces, lack of faces and
new coach were the cards that were
deaJt to first year SCSU head coach
Todd Lane at Saturday's St John's
InvitationaJ.
The women's team finished in
fifth place with a score of 11 8,
while the men's team finished
seventh with 167.
'The women's team has eight
freshmen runners, so they are very
inexperienced," Lane said. "Many
of our women runners are very
talented and, so far, at practice they
all have proven they can run well."
A strong factor in the men's
team last place finish was that they
were oot running at full strength.
"We had three guys who didn't
compete on Saturday," Lane said.
"(Senior) Greg Sorenson ran
awesome for us and fini shed ninth
overall in the individual."
Sorenson, a Spooner, Wis.,
native, finished with a time 26:54.
Two big losses to the SCSU
lineup were junior Josh Lindstrom,
who was sidelined with injured
shi ns and senior Billy Potts, who
was missing in action on the cross

country course due to National
Guard duty.
"We didn't do as well as we'd
like," Sorenson said. "We do have
some room for improvement, and
some of our guys didn't do as much
running during the summer, but this
team has a lot of potential because
there are a lot of good runners on
our team."
The next closest Husky finisher
to Sorenson was sophomore Ryan
Przybilla in 51st place (28:58).
1be women's team was led by
freshman Lindsey Gerke who
fini shed 17th overall with a time of
20:38.
Junior Janell Kriesel finished
not far behind Gerke, placing 19th
with a time of 20:46. Freshman
Ruth Fagerland placed 21st in
20:56.
'The women's team is really
young but good," Sorenson said.
''They run in a really good pack and
did very well for their first meet."
South Dakota State University
finished first in the men's and
women's team · and individual
competitions.
SDSU's Jason Massman took
the men's individuaJ hooors with a
timeof26:09. Shanna DeSmet gave
the Jackrabbits first place on the

women's side in 19:04.
The women's team for SDSU
swept the team competition,
capturing first place with a perfect
15 points. The SDSU men's squad
won with 31 points.
"SDSU is definitely the team to
beat," Lane said "Greg (Sorenson)
finished right up there with the top
three SDSU runners and Lindsey
(Gerke) ran welJ aJso."
SDSU placed fourth in the
nation last year, and seem to be the
frontrunners in this talented
conference.
"Overall, the North Central
Conference is really tough this
year," Sorenson said. "Definitel y
the teams to beat are SDSU,
University of. South Dakota and
Mankato Sate University, which are
all untouchable."
Lane said being in his first year
as head coach of the SCSU cross
country teams has been a fun
experience.
"I've enjoyed coaching here so
far," Lane said. "Saturday was an
interesting meet, but I was really
pleased with our teams, especially
our women
The Huskies next meet is
Saturday morning at the St. Olaf
Invitational in Northfield, Minn.

Huskies roll for three victories at NCC/NSIC Challenge
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

Two Husky volleyball teams seemed to
show up last weekend at the North Central
Conference/Northern Sun International
Challenge in ·Marshall, Minn.
Team one showed up on Friday night as
SCSU dropped the first game 15-8 to
Moorhead State University, but later rallied to

capture thenextthrec games 15-1, 15-12, 159.
"On Friday, we didn't play well at all,"said
SCSU head coach Dianne Glowatzke. "We
were able to pick up the win, but our team did
not show much enthusiasm on the court."
The Huskies' were led by senior outside
hitter Cami Selbitschka and freshman middle
hltter Kim Pellman, each with nine kills.
Senior setter Heather Modean added 26 set
assistsforSCSU.

"Friday, the whole team was mentally
off," Selbitschka said. "We didn't play very
well together and we were sort of playing
down to the other team's level of play instead
of our level."
Team two showed up Saturday against
Northern State University and Wayne State
University, as senior middle hitter Courtney
Powers return 10 the Huskies' lineup.
Powers left the Bemidji State InvitationaJ
after she injured her knee with a cartilige tear

whlch will require surgery in the future.
"Courtney returned to the lineup and
played on the right side instead of her usual
middle position," Glowatzke said. "By doing
this we are able to take some of the pressure
off her knee, but her knee was pretty sore and
she didn't play against NSU."
Despite returning to the lineup, Powers
said the transition from the middle to the right
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Huskies blasted by Bears
Northern Colorado wins easily in conference opener
by Tom Maas
The

SCSU

soccer tea.,n

droppe.d its home opener to the
University of Northern Colorado
Saturday, 5-1.
The Huskies (0-4 overall, 0-1
North Central Conference) trailed
2-0 at the half.

UNC's Heather Jones sCored
both first- half goals for the Bears,
scoring the pair 11 minutes apart.
Beth Bragalone and Lisa

SCSU freshman Ann
Hultgren fights for the ball
with Northern Colorado's

Beth Bragalone, junior,
during the North Central
Conference opener for
both teams. Hultgren
scored the lone goal for
the Huskies as Northern
Colorado won S-1.

Paul MiddkslludJ!SrAFF PH(JT()(;R)J>HEJl

Behm assisted on the first-half
UNC was picked to place
strikes.
second behind the Huskies in the
The Husky bench remained
NCC, and now stands at 4-0
upbeat during the intennission overall, 1-0 in the conference.
and the team came out poised to
The loss sets the Huskies,
get back in the game.
preseason favorites to win the
The Huskies were able to tally NCC, back for the fourth time in
a goal early in the second period as many tries and puts pressure
off the foot of freshman forward on the team to tum iliings around
Ann Hultgren to cut the deficit to in a hurry.
2-1. Hultgren's goal was
"We just need to regroup on
unassisted.
Monday and win our next couple
UNC countered with three of games," Hultgren said.
second-half goals to put the
Despite the freshman's upbeat
contest out of reach.
attitude, frustration was on all of
Stephanie Peterson, Ki m the women's faces in the postEdgar and Jackie Pang tallied the game huddle.
second-half scores, sealing the
Head coach Shelle.e Lamie
first win in Nonh Central refused to comment.
Conference history for the Bears.
SCSU's next game is at home
Behm collected her second against Mankato State University
assist of the contest in the second · at 4 p.m. Wednesday and is their
half while Steph Stangaard and !as'.t before hosting the SCSU
Jan Yomagida picked up assists.
Invitational this weekend.
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Nebraska-Omaha
. 0-0 ........2--0
NorthemColotado..
0-0 ......... 2--0
South Dakou
0-0 ....... 2--0
NorthDakot1Slate
0--0 .......• l--0
North Dakota ..
0--0
1--0
Mankato Slate .
0-0
St.CloudStall: ... . .... 0--0 .......... 1-1
South Dakota State
0-0
Augustana
0-0
Morningside .
0-0
l-1

Saturdar S,,pt 14 Baults
SC.. Cloud State 34, Minn-Duluth 16
Nebraska-Omaha 39, Nebraska-Kearney
14
South Dakota State 56, South Dakota
Tech0
Augusuna 38, Southwest State 6
NorthweSI Missouri 41, Mankato State 25
Northern Colorado 59, Mesa Slate 14

South OJ.kott 52, Nonhem State 28
North DakO(a 38, Moorhead Slate 7
Morningside 17, Wayne State I4
HUSKIES 34, MINN.-DUUml 16
SCSU ................. 6 8 14 6-34

-lbW~RING-

.. . .. 0

10 0

6-

16

'""""""'

SCS---Bournan 35 run(kick fail), 9,23·

SCS-Martin 1 run (kick fail), 5:31.
UMD-Anderson 21 pa.ss to Bonine (pa.ss

faiD, 0:21.
11'.AM nusfirscdowru ...

Rushes/rush yards
Passing yards .. .
Touloffense .. .
Penahievyards ....

Furnbles/100! ,...
Punl5/Avg. ...

SCSU

UMD

26
47/365
. 129
494

15
50/149
86
235

9/81
4/3
0/0

3/42
2/0
6137.5

JNOJVIDUALSIATS-

_.,,,,,.__,,

HUSKIES 3, MOORHEAD STAIE l
scsu ................................8 15 15 15
MSU, _ _ _ _ _ 15 1 12 9

Hardwig, 13-49, ~Ike, 11-27

..USists, Modean, 26
Digs:Selbitschka, 8

Ace<;: Modem, 2; Strohschein, 2; Nawataya,
2

MEN'S RESULTS
Team totals: 1. Sooth Dlkota State, 31; 2.
St John's, 44; 3. Hamline, 94; 4. Wiscon.sin
• - Eau Claire, I 10; 5. GustaVU5 Adolphus,
120; 6. Martin Luther, 130; 7. St. Cloud
SCacc, 167.
Top individual finishers: I. Jason
Massman, SDSU, 26:()1); 2. Ryan Steines, SJU,
26,10; 3. James DeMarco, SDSU, 26:21; 4
Alan Gross. SDSU, 26:33; S. Jon Koch, SJU,
26:40.

SCSU flnishel'5, 9. Greg Soreru;on, 26:54;
51. Ryan Pnybilla, 2858; 71. Dan HaU,

29:55; 79.

Keny

Collins, 30:35; 95. Colin

Higgins,32:40

-----""""
RE<X>RDS: SCSU 8-3 overall

&ituOfflY 5«:Pt 21

Sdrlu1e

St. Cloud State at North Dakota State,
l:30p.m.
Sooth Dakota at Morningside, 6:30 p,m
North Dakota at Northern C.olorado, 2
P-~th Dakota Slate at.Augustana, l p.m
Mankato State al Nebra5ka-Omaha, 7
p.m.

NCCYounuu.=
Sqturdm,; s,pt 14
HUSKIES 3, WAYNE STA1E 1

scsu _ _ _ _~ 5
wsu _ _ _ _~ 3

9 15 15
15 3 8

Kills: Selbitschka, 31; Powers, 14.
8Jock5: Pellman, 3 blockassi..lts.
Aas: Selbitschka, 3

&,tyrdqys,pt,(4

NORTIIEltN COWRADO S, HUSKIES 1
UNC.
2 3-5
SCSU ... ....... .. . . . ...... 0 1 - 1
First half. 1, UNC -• 37:18, Heather

Jones (Beth Br.tg:alone); 2, UNC - 48:04,
Jones(llia Behm)
Second half: 3, SCSU - 59:46, Ann
Hukgren (unassi&cd); <I, UNC - 7H7,
Stephanie Pelel'SOfl (Steph Slangaard); 5,
UNC - 76:40, Kim Edgar (Behm}. 6, UNC

NOC/NSCCQzelkztpc

SCS-Martin 1 run (Fish kick), HHS
SCS--Bouman 26 pass to McKinney (Fish
kick),5:00
Fourth OU,,,,,

Ace<;,Modean62.

Kills: Selbitschka, 9; PeUman, 9; Winter, 8
Block.s: PeUman, 15 block assists

McKinney, , 6..110;

Salunter 5t:P4- 14

-

~

Kills: Se)bitschka, 32; Wlllter, 13; Geycn, 13.

Passing: SCS-- Bouman, 8-15-1-120,

Receiving, SCSUMD- Conant, 4-Ui

l :30p.m.
Non:hDakotaatNorthemColorado
South Dakou at Morningside
Sooth Dakota State at Augustana
Mankato State al Nebraska ~ Omaha

SCSU 04, 0-1 NCC.

HUSKIFS 3, NORTHERN STATE 1
scsu _ _ __ _ J.3 15 15 15
NSU _ _ _ _ _ 15 9 5 7

MiUer, H--0----9; UMD- Theelke, 8-13-065, Anderson, 1-3-0-21.
Rushing: SCS-- Manin, 23-191, Bouman,
5-71, Williams, 8-59; UMD--- SandeU, 22-07,

UMD--Sandell 4 run (Stricker kick), 9:06.

UMD---&ricker26fieldgo.,l,3:59.
SCS-13ouman 26 J)3SS to McKinney
(Bouman run), 1:14

A5slsu: Modcan, 60.

- 87:20, Jackie Pang (Jan Yonugicb)

SHOTS: UNC 14, SCSU 13
KKJIS: UNC 4, SCSU 11.
SAVES: UNC7,SCSU7.
RECORDS: UNC 4-0 ovcraU, 1-0 NCC;

--,,,,,.n
St. CloudSCatc at Mankato State, 7 p. m.
North Dakota at Northern :;tate
Northern Colorado at Regis UniVCJ5iiy

~
North Dakota at North Dakota Slate
Augustan at St. Cloud State, 7 p.m.
Sooth Dakota State at Mankato Slate
Northern Colorado a1 Morningside

Nebraska-Omaha at Sooth Dakota ,
Sgtunlgy f<pt 21
Nebraska-Omaha at Morningside
AugustanaatMankatoState
SOuth Dakota State at St. Cloud State, 7

p.m
WOMEN'SRESUUS
Team totals: 1. SDSU, 15; 2. St.
Benedict's. 77; 3(!ie). North Dakota State ,
87; 3(tie). Gustavus Adolphus, 87; S. St.
Cloud State, 118; 6. Concordi:a (Moorhead),

Nonhem COiorado at Sooth Dakota

179; 7. Hamline, 180; 8. Martin Luther,.248;
9. Sc. Catherine, 271.
To p lndJvidual finishers: 1. Shanna

Mankato State at St. Cloud State, 4 p.m.

Desmet, SDSU, 19:04: 2. Heather Giesen,
SDSU, 19-.14; 3. Emily Beru,on, SDSU, 19-.31;
4. Jodi Smith, SDSU, 19:37; 5. Robin Bakler-

University of Mary vs. Mankato State, 1
p.m
St.Cloud Seate vs. UM-Sc. Louis,4p.m

lanooe, unattached, 19:41
SCSU finbhcn: 17. Lindsey Gerke,
20:38; 19. Janell Kriesel, 20:46; 21. Ruth
Fagerland, 20:56; 26. Amber Florus, 2l:15;
35. Ryan Fagerland, 21 :40.

UM-SI:. Louis vs. Mankalo.State, l p.m

------&,tw"W)\ 5eQL21

St. Cloud State al North Dakota State,

UNO at NDSU Homecoming Tourney

""""

WPflne,4ay i(pt 18
&,tyrdq)'

s,pt 21

=-

..........,....

=-

SI:. Cloud State vs. University of Mary, 4

p.m

"°"'-""""'

Sfq,ntqy km2l
Sc. Cloud State men's and women's teams
a!St.Olaflnvitational, t0a.m.

BOOKMARK

www.stcloud.msus.edu/~uconline/

STUDENTS...
FLEXIBLE JOBS
AVAILABLE!
Schedule your own shifts as a
Telephone Service Representative
Average earnings of $7.00 per hour!
Call for a telephone interview!

"Meyer has been a great
experience for me. I started as
a TSR and was promoted to
staff. I also won one of the
. scholarships . There isn't
a better part-time job in
St. Cloud!"
-Brenda Kole
One of two 1995-1996
Meyer Scholarship Award winners

Call 259-4054 between 6-9 p.m.,Sunday-Friday to apply.
Join the many SCSU students already working at Meyer!
WE OFFER:
• Flexible scheduling

• Bonuses paid out each day

• Paid training

• Periodic raises

• Earn up to '800 per hour
with bonuses

• Telemarketing for nonprofit, commercial and
political organizations.

• Job that enhances
your resume!
• Conven ient downtown
St. Cloud location

MEYER
ASSOCIATES. INC

MEqualOppo,1'-"'ityEmpk,yer
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BreakDown

111u~~., ~~~.:::.~--

Mankato State at St. Cloud State, 7 p.m., Halenbeck Hall
Sr. CLOUD S TATE

MA NKATO S TATE
H rrfERs

HnTERS

Cami Selbitschka - 5-8, OH,..Sr.; Courtney Powers - 60, MB, Sr.
Heather Modean - 5-9, Jr.

Carla Rosenquist - 5-11, OH, Sr.; Heather Schuster 5-9, OH, Sr.
Nichole Roethig - 5-8, So.; Kourtney Halik - 5-6 Fr.

KEY NEWCOMERS

Kim Pellman - 5-10, MB, Fr. (Orono, Minn.); Jennifer
Dorenbush -6-1, OH, Fr. (Chisago Lakes, Minn.); Sara
King - 5- 11, OH, Fr. (Caledonia, Minn.); Yoko Nawataya
- 5-6, DS, Fr. (Akita City, Japan)
SCOU11NG REPORT

Selbitschka, Powers and Mod.can return rn;m last season's
Division Il Elite Eight qualifying team ... Selbitschka has
emerged as the hitting leader ... Modean is the all-time set
assists leader at SCSU.

Tuesday, Sept. 17, 1996

tackles eo ro,te to the end zone.

Randy Martin added the second of his two touchdowns
with 5:31 left in the foun h quaner to cap off the Husky
scoring.
The Bulldogs added a touchdown with 21 seconds left in
the game, but their two-point conversion try came up short.

The second touchdown run for Randy Martin capped off a
99-yard drive, in a sequence that showed the best of the
Huskies on both sides of the ball.

After the defense stuffed UMD on four straighl downs at
the one, SCSU took over with about one-half yard of
K EY NEWCOMERS
breathing room.
Halik - 5-6, S, Fr. (Rampart, Minn.); Letha Kelsey - 5Three big runs set up the fi nal SCSU touchdown, as the
10, MB, Fr. (Iowa Falls, Iowa); Vicki Ellanson - 5-11, MB,
Huskies trekked almost an entire length of the fi eld in just
Fr. (Mt. Vernon, Iowa); Misty Kurek - 5-10, MB, Fr.
over four minutes.
(Brooklyn Park, Minn.)
Senior fullback Tom Williams got the Huskies out of
trouble on the second play, running for 17 yanls on the second
SCOU11NG R EPORT
play of the marathon drive. A few plays later Randy Martin
This season's MSU squad is fu ll of new faces, and four
gained 32 yards straight through the middle, and four plays
starters were lost to graduation ... Halik will be looked to
after that, Bouman produced a 29-yard trot of his own to the
primarily at setter ... Rosenquist led team in blocks last
one-yard line.
season with 99 ... MSU fi ninshed I3. J9 last season.
'That drive we were very tough," Noel Martin said.
"When we start executing and tjle offensive linetnCn start
pancaking, there is a tremendous determination to get points
on the board."
The Huskies (1 - 1) begin their North Central Conference
swing neX:t weekend as they travel to North Dakota State
University.
SCSU handed the Bison their first shutout in 14 years last
season, and the SCSU squad doesn't think that will be soon
forgotten.
"They are going to be pumped to get after us, especially
after last year," Randy Martin said. "We just have to go in and
concentrate and be confident. Hopefully we' ll be ready and
we'll come out with the same result as last year."
The FargoDome provides some of the loudest fans in the
NCC, and to make matters worse for SCSU, the Huskies are
the opponent for this season's Bison homecoming, and NDSU
has had two weeks to prepare.
"It is always tough to play there. They have a domed
stadium and that means a lot of noise," Noel Martin said.
"Last year's loss will definitely be fuel for the fire, they're
having their homecoming game, and they also had an open
week, giving them more time to prepare for us."
The game is slated to stan at 1:30 p.m. SCSU's home
opener is Sept. 28 against South Dakota State University.

TIAA-CREF CONGRATULATES
THE MINNESOTA STATE
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
AND

CHANCELLOR JUDITH S. EATON
ON THEIR
ONE-YEAR ANNIVERSARY

ii

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it."'

CREF ce n ificatcs arc distributed by TI AA -CREF Individual

~;fscu

Hiool n lStateCollqes &Univenities

f Institution.al Se rvices.

Spikers
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will take time to get used to. 'The right side is a different
place to be and there are less things to do than in the middle
and I'll probably have to play on the right side until my knee
gets better," Powers said.
SCSU was led by Selbitschka who had 31 kills, while
Modean added 60 set assisits in the Huskies' 15-13, 9- 15, 153, 15-8 victory overWSU.
Selbitschka and Modean carried their perfonnances into
the NSU contest as Modean had 62 set assists and Selbitschka
added 32 more kills in their 13- 15, 15-9, 15-5, 15-7 victory.
"I fe lt some of the players were affected by our early
season rankings which made us try too hard in practices and
in games," Powers said. "After our meeting on Friday, the
players j ust said to ourselves that we were going to play for
ourselves and have fun."
Besides the play of Modean and Selbitschka, Glowatzke
said she was impressed with the play of her younger players.
Selbitschka's 72 kills this weekend give her I, 161 in her
career at SCSU.
'"The American Volleyball Coaches Association looks at
players who get 30 kills in a game," Glowatzke said. "Cami's
back-to-back 30 kill perfonnance will be looked at by the
AVCA, which is impressive after just getting named the
AVCA player of the week a couple of weeks ago."
The weekend sweep gives the Huskies a 8-3 record
heading into conference play this Tuesday night at Mankato
State University. Game time is 7 p.m.
"Our team really gained some confidence after this
weekend's play," Glowatzke said. "We still need to gain
experience but that will come with time."

Tuesday, September 17, 1996
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~tb2 rr2tuns, txrt- rp-, tb tx:r,HQ,
by Jill V. Wiseman
BUSINESS EDITOR

No, there won't be a battle to
win this time around, but there will
be plenty of original sound.

Straight from

the stages of

South Dakota, Solstice jumps inlO
the spotlight at 8 p.m., September
17, in SCSU's Quarry Niteclub
courtesy of University Program

Board's Spotlight Committee.
Solstice plays all its own music
and was last year's runner-up in the

UPB Battle of the Unsigned Bands,
held at the Quarry Niteclub. The
band has also played at The Red

Carpet here in St. Cloud as well as
many other locations in South
Dakota, Nebraska and Iowa.
Solstice will be performing
selections from their collection of
about 50 original songs in the
Quarry's coffee house atmosphere.
"It's a chance for people to hear
some great music in a laid back

atmosphere," said Kannen Butler,
public relations manager for
Solstice.
Since their last appearance at
SCSU, Solstice has cut its debut
CD, "On The Rise" in of
Brookings, S.D, the band's home
base.
The group's album was released
April I, 1996 and has been a
success for the group, according to
Butler. "It demonstrates our musical
growth," said Karl Steege, lead
vocalist and hannonica player. "It
was the next logica1 goal for us."
Other musicians playing in
Solstice include percussionist
Bryan Seaver and bass player
James Steffen.
Their ten-track CD features a
mix of blues, hard rock and
a1temative styles and includes the
band's trademark tune, "Groovy
Daisies." Last year, the band
members tossed white daisies 'into
the audienCC during its rendition of

Julia Peterson/PHOTO F.DITOR

Solstice lead singer Karl Steege plays for the crowd at the 1996 Battle of the unsigned bands last March in the Quarry Nlteclub.
the song at the Quarry.
The band has a great variety of

songs, so it appeals to a wide
audience, said Butler. She said
people should come check them out
because they are bound to find at
least one song they can relate to..
Steege said he hoped the new
CD will serve as a promotional tool
for the band as it looks for new
playing territories. "Potential

employers take you a lot more
seriously when you say you'll send
them a copy of your CD," he
explained.
Original music is a big part of
Solstice's success so far, according
to Steege. "We're not saying we're
going to become famous, but we
know Led Zeppelin didn't make it
playing the Beatles," he said "You
get more out of it when you play

your own music."
Solstice a1so has performed for
several charitable organizations
ranging from the Berakha House, a
residence for people living with
AIDS in South Dakota, to the
American Cancer Society. The
group often perfonns concerts free
of charge and usually donates a
percentage of its CD sales to the
organizations it sponsors. "One

time, they donated their equipment
to all the bands playing at the
benefit concert," said Carolyn
Steege, part-time promoter and
Steege's mother. ':They even slept
under the stage the first night to
protect their equipment"
Solstice performs at 8 p.m.,
Sept 17 in the Quarry. Admission to

the evenl is free.

Sall Into fall with hiking, biking or skydiving
by Robert Kraemer
STAFF WRITER

Just when it seems as though sumll).er
activities have died down and school is back in
full swing an opportunity presents itself.
Camping in a state park, cooking food over
an open fire, and hiking in the fresh, northern
air are just a few of the things planned for this
weekend's Cascade River State Park
excursion agenda.
The UPB Outings and Recreation
Committee is sponsoring a trip to Cascade
River State Park, near Grand Marais, on Sept.
21 and 22.
The cost for the trip is $5 and this fee
includes transportation, rental equipment and
two meals which the campers will work
together around the camp fire to prepare.
This weekend's activities will begin at 7
a.m. Saturday when participants meet and
depart for Cascade River State Park near Grand Marais.

Once camp is set up, students will have a choice
between navigating the park's hiking paths or venturing
through the park on bikeriding trails. According to
Lori Wellens, sophmore and
coordinator of the Outings
and Recreation committee,
there is no set schedule.
Campers will be given free
time to explore the park and
view the autumn foliage.
Students can register for
the event in the UPB office,
Atwood Memorial Center
room I 18. "We're about half
full," said Chad Markham,
UPB graduate assistant and
advisor to the Outings and
Recreation committee.
Found recovering after a
weekend spent canoeing 13
miles down the Mississippi River to Clearwater with her
committee, Lori Wellens, sophomore and University

Camping in a state
park, cooking over
an open fire, and
hiking in the fresh,
northern air are
just a few of the
things planned ..

Prgram Board Outings and Recreation Coodinator, was
eager to share the plans for the hiking and biking event
scheduled for this weekend. The Outings and
Recreation committee has been planning events for this
year which included a skydiving trip and tentatively
includes another hiking trip, a winter camping
expedition, a weekend ski trip to Lutsen, and a kayaking
clinic followed by a kayaking excursion.
"I wish more students were aware of what UPB is.
With nine committees there is sure to be something for
everyone and students should know that our budget
comes directly from student activity fees.," said
Wellens.
''We've had a lot of interest expressed for skydiving
since Mainstreet and if interest continues we may take
another group in the spring," said Wellens.
The deadline/or sign-up is Thurs., Sept. 19, 1996. To
sign up or for further information on events or ways to
get involved in UPB, students can call the UPB office at
255-2205.
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Facutty showcases and shaves pci\7ate wovks
by Michelle Wallin
STAFF WRITER

The galleries of Kiehle Visual
Arts Center tradition~y display the
results of students' long hours spent

creating.
However, projects from tell art
faculty members are currently on
display in the Kiehle Gallery,

located in the Kiehle VISual Arts
Center. The exhibit will run until
Oct II.
The opening reception was
Wednesday, Sept. 11 from 2 to 5

p.m.
Ted Sherarts. professor of art,
said it has been about three ye.us
since the last facu1ty show.
'The Art Department has really
changed in the last two years,"
Sherartssaid.
In the show there are projects

from the "old" professors who have
been teaching 30 years or more at
SCSU and there are the "new"
professors who arrived in the last
few years. Art professors Bill

Gorcica and Ana Lois-Borzi are two
faculty members who just arrived
thiS year and have projects on
display. Sherarts said it was

interesting to see the old and the new
together in one show.
"I've seen the whole feeling of

these faculty shows change," he said,
noting he has observed the
disappearance of hardcore painting
and the introduction of "delicate,
intimate, light works" by painters
such as Lois-Borzi.
Laurie Halberg, professor of art,
is displaying two of his vases and
photographs of two recent projects.
He said the vases represent what he
has done for 32 years as a ceramics
professor. "I have been a part of the
faculty and faculty shows for 34
years."
On Sept 8, Halberg completed a
wooden cradle in which he had
carved ten dolphins. He said he

Julia PetersonlPHaro EDITOR

Art professor Laurie Halberg is one of ten faculty members
exhibiting work in Kiehle Gallery. Halberg's focus area is
ceramics and he helped with the design and construction of part
of the kiln by Kiehle Visual Arts Center.
planned to display the cradle at the
gallery until his grandson was born.
However, to Halberg's surprise, his
new grandson was born three weeks
early on Sept. 9 - the day after he
completed the project! The cradle
was delivered to the child and
photographs of the completed cradle
were brought to the gallery.
'
"To have created a family
heirloom was kind of neat," Halberg
said.

The University
Women's Center

Halberg recently spent a great
deal of time landscaping and
building an 80 foot wide by six foot
high limestone wall at his son's
home in Hudsoq, )Vi~. Photos of
the wall and the landscaping are also
featured at the show. Halberg said he
plans to do more landscaping at the
home next spring.
After this school year, Halberg is
retiring and he said he is glad there is
a faculty show this year.

''The collaborative book Don
Bruno
has
absolutely
magnificent."
Halberg explained that about 90
percent of art students are studying
graphic design. The project by
Bruno, professor of art, points these
students in the right direction and
encourages them to strive and
achieve.
Bruno's book is a poetry and art
collaboration. The poems were
originally written in French by
'Phillippe Costaglioli, instructor of
foreign languages and literature, and
translated in English · by ·Mary
White-Levilian and Guy Levilian,
professor of foreign languages and
literature.
In an interview, Bruno said the
calligraphy and the designs in the
book
represent
his
own
interpretation of 10 of Costaglioli's
poems. The book was made possible
by a grant from the St. Cloud State
University Foundation.
Only 50 copies of the book were
printed and the book has been shown
to students on other campuses.
Some students liked the idea but
others did not, said Bruno. He noted
the book is not always well-received
because some believe artists should
not be printing their interpretations
of other's poems.
Sherarts' project is entitled
"Left."

It consists of 18 black and white
photographs and an hour-long video.
The setting of both the photographs
and the video is the busy intersection
of Washington Memorial Drive and
Division St. in St. Cloud on July 3,
1996.
S~ef<U::tS;:,~d ~ stqo<i o the
median stnp and took the
photographs while the video camera
was mounted ori a tripod and
recorded the overall scene.
. The photographs depict closeups of the people who drove by
Sherarts, turning left onto Division

Need A Job?
St. Benedict's Center is the place for you!!!
We offer:
*Flexible Hours
*Great Pay
*Bus Accessibility
"Friendly Staff
*Possible Tuition Reimbursement
*Vacation and Sick Leave Benefits

We currently have both full and part time
openings in the following areas:

Weekly Meetings

• Benedict Homes-work as a certified nursing assistant in new homes on our campu's designed for people with memory loss; registration in classes for those
not certified will be paid by the Center for qualified
a~plicants who a~ hired; salaries for certified people
will begin at $6.45 pr hour.

Are you looking for a safe and

• The Care Center-positions are available in our 222
bed skilled nursing facility in our laundry and housekeeping department, no previous experie"nce or train-

Sexual Assault Survivors
Support Group

supportive place where-you can
share the effects of sexual assault
on your life?

ing is required.

Apply at:

~ENEDICT'S

LSENTER
HtlalthC.W&HousklgForatd#Adl/ts

Call 255-3995 for more information

1810 Minnesota Boulevard SE
St. Cloud, MN5&04-2416
1320/ 252-0010

St. from Washington Memorial
Drive.
Sherarts said he wondered what
each person was thinking while
inside their "little box;" what they
were listening to on the radio. "Most
of them are lost in the world of their
own," he said, referring to the
photographs.
Sherarts said the project is
similar to another project he
attempted years back, but with
different intentions.
"While I was living in
Minneapolis, I was interested in the
idea of photographing an auto
accident as it happened," he said. He
found out which intersection had the
highest rate of accidents and decided
to go there. Sherarts brought his
camera and stood at the intersection
of Lake SL and Hennepin Ave. in
Uptown for I2 hours, but never
witnessed an accidenL After that
occasion, Sherarts said, he lost
interest in the projecL
Sherarts said his intentions for
the July 3 project were not
necessarily to look for an accident.
"I have a long~term goal of doing
artwork on SL Cloud."
Sherarts' interests lie in the
structure and history of the city, such
as architecture, politicaVsocial
structures and the changes each
undergo. "I've lived in SL Cloud for
15 years and taught here 30 years."
He would not compare himself to
a historian or an urban affairs
official, but rather someone who
studies things that "fall between the
cracks" - what people see but do
not always research.
''The history of Division Ave. is
an in~rest_ing one ~ d a troubled
Sherarts noted.·
Sarah Morse, senior and art
major, said she was excited to see
how the professors -were able to
expand their media and aim towards
non-traditionaJ projects. "Mostly I
was just impressed with the quality
of their work," Morse said.
Additional highlights from the
faculty show will be featured in an

one:•

upcoming
Chronicle.

issue

of University
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Java Joint hosts trlpleheader musical evening
by Cathy Houdek
Java Joint showcased a diverse
line-up of musicians at a
tripleheader performance on
Friday night.
The audience was seated in old
overstuffed couches and cafestyle chairs, the lights were dimly
lit, lamps glowed with just
enough light to read by. The roar
of the crowd softened as
Juliette McCoy took to the
stage.
McCoy kicked off
the evening with her
two sisters, Rose
Mary and Liza. The
three
voices
blended with a
tambourine,
moraccas,
acoustic guitar
and a bass guitar.
"Its
really
good music," said
one fan attending
the perfonnance. "I
like this kind of
music - its like The
Indigo Girls."
McCoy sang original
songs as well as tunes by
Nancy Griffith, Michelle
Shocked, and Fann Accident.
McCoy, a folk singer from
Little Falls, started playing six
years ago, when she needed sone
extra cash for the Miss Minnesota

Pageant
She sings about her life
experiences. "I have a lot of songs
about my husband, that's why you
won't see him in here." she said
before she sang "Ttme Bomb,"
which she dedicated to him..
Her future goals are to play at
some coffee houses in the· Cities
and to release an album by

Thanksgiving.
After McCoy finished her set,

Cristopher Lucas, an acoustic
singer, began his portion of the
perfonnance.
•
"His
lyrical· genius was
beyond compare" said Gary
Lamb, a St. Cloud resident, of
Lucas' perfonnance.
Lucas composes songs about·
personal
experiences,
relationships and political issues.
Some of his influences are
James Taylor, Seal, The Black
Crow~, Prince and the Eagles.
He described his music as
acoustic soul.
"He was born with
· it",
says
Lucas'
mot.her Deanna Sylte
Lucas. of her son's
passion for music.
"He was always
hitting on things
and
singing
around
the
house," she said.
Raised in the
northwest, Lucas
started playing
the drums at age
ten, and has since
learned the piano,
guitar and bass.
His musical career
stems from a family
tradition of music.
In earlier years, Sylte
Lucas and her twin sister were a
duo called The Sylte Sisters.
Lucas' father, David Lucas, is a
nationallyknown
songwriter
based in New York.
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"This Ain't Video'' International Film Series
7 p.m,Sept. 19, 26; Oct. 3, 10, 17;':M; Nov. 7, 14
Co--spollsOred with The DeparFXtent of Theatre and Film Sfudies
.11 Antonia's Line"'' ~-etherlands, 1995, Marleen Gorris)
This
car winner f
' film is the
and touching
story
omitable An
eccentric ex
family she :n:
the ruins of
ll Europe.
· 19

"Cluelessu (PG)
Last year'.s smash hit starring Alicia Silverstone; an off-oeat ode to teen
life in the 90' s,
. 7 p.m. Sept. 20, 22; 9:30 p.m. Sept. .21
·.<
"Ferris Dueller's Day Off" (PG)
John
film starring Matlhew ~roderick as a teenager who skips
class
Y. in order to ransa,~!\fe city with his. ifi'fl]~:.. .
.
9:3.0 p
. 20; 7 p.m. Sept. •~J.l3.f'-m. Sept. 22 , . ::..,
++ +•
Atwood Theater-,Admiltance with SCSU ID
Ljterar.y Arts; · Faculty Showcase:
Readings by the English departnlent faculty
4:30 p.m,., Tuesday Sept. 24, Atw()Od Theater
,,.
Outings/Rec: Hiking and Bikip.g <°l-dyenture Weekend at Cascad'e River
State Park.Sept. 21-22. Sign up inAMC 118 by Tuesda}\;Sept. 17.

•

•

ice
,
""
!! ;unner-up in
of the Unsignect°l;!/mds, Solstice
· al rock sowi
ed with today'sa)/er;,ative edge.
8 .
. _
pt. 17, 'The ..•
, Atwood Center •"t
Visual Arts': ½.Black and White Blues: •Portraits of Blues Artists, Photography by
Marc Norberg; ongoing till Oct. 11 in the Atwood Gallery.
·
Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

At Friday night's show, Lucas
sang original songs including
"Orange Soda," about the
frustrations
of
waiting;
''Tomorrow," about a girl who
promises to call, but never does;
and "Fifth Grade Lover," a song
about first true love.
_ -- The applause from the
audience grew louder after Lucas
played cover versions of Seal's
''Crazy" and "I Could Never Take '
the Place of Your Man" by the
artist fonnerly known as Prince.
Lucas moved to New York in
1990 at the age of nineteen, and
has played around that local scene
for six years, establishing a
regular following.
' For the last ten months Lucas
has beenon the road traveling
across the country, playing at
various coffee houses, and clubs.
His latest album
is called
"Rubber Side Down."
Lucas has one last tour date in
1

f };

Chicago before he'll head back to
New York. His future goa1s
include returning to the studio,
forming a band, and getting
signed to a major New
York.record company.
Frozen 'Ttl Thursday was the
final act of the evenii;ig.
They started their set by
dedicating the first song, ''Too
Much," to some of their friends in
the audience.
The members of the band
include percussionist Iason
Hainlin, bassist Jamie Westervelt,
violinist Michelle Broers, vocalist
Tony Rajkowski, and lead
guitarist Ben Rajkowski. Hainlin
and Westervelt are students at
SCSU.
'We like to play for the fun of
it. We don't plan on going
professional," Ben Rajkowski
said.
The band's diverse sound
includes _country rock, bluegrass,

n~oiS¥~

metus
6T. CLOUD
28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud, Minn. 5630 I

(320)251-2569

We fu't, and sell used
Compact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jackets

.Hours:
Mon. -Fri.!0a.m-9 a.m.
Sat. IO a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Still Deciding?

'5)
For Career Information
Call

612-654-5089

Positions open for Fall-Winter 1996:
LiteraryArts Committee Coorc,tmator
Spotlight Committee Coordinalpr ···••
Of;••
· . due at 'I p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 18, in A,¥Cl18.

o tam Board Brin

in You the World

Join OP.13 and be a member of o~ or more of our nine committees:
Concerts, Films, Literary Arts, Outings/Rec., Performing Arts, Speakers,
Special Events, Spotlight, and Visual Arts.
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Editorial Board
Eric J. Hedlund
Ryan Voz
Monica Erion

Shannon Swanson
Lloyd Dalton
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EDITORIAL

Class drop

deadline comes
too soon
It's frustrating coming to class for the first time knowing
that you have to pay for the class even if you decide not to stay
enrolled,
Students are responsible for these classes because the last

day to drop classes with a full refund was before the first day
of your class.

Fall quarter classes began on Sept. 5, and the last day to
drop classes with a full refund was on Sept. 9. This gives
students who haVe class for the first time on Tuesday or
Wednesday night absolutely no chance to examine a syllabus
before they are required to pay for the class.
The Minnesota State Colleges and Universities Board
requires daytime students to pay for the classes in which they

are enrolled after 7:50 p.m. on Sept. 9.
It would be nice for students to be able to see the syllabus
and take the time to decide if they want to stay enrolled or

STAFF OPINION
ErucJ. IIIDLUND,

EDTIDR-IN-Cli!EF

All-nighters: Are they the road to glory
or the highway to hell?

not. There are enough deadlines and quick decisions students
are forced to make. In today's fast pace society, students need
'to have the option available to slow down and make rational
decisions.
An investment such as a college education requires a lot of
I've heard a lot of positive
design the Chronicle, and we
dedicated· time and money. It benefit students if they had things about the new design of
decided to use a lat more of its
more time to make this important decision about their col1ege University Chronicle, the
whiz-bang features to
education.
majority of them coming
make our jobs easier.
from people not on our
:
, ·
What we succeeded in
staff. The feedback I
:
doing was completely

i;·.·
if .

EDITORIAL

Students must
find alternatives
to drinking
Honestly, there has to be an alternative for those who decide

not to drink on the SCSU campus.
Drinking tends to be a main past-time for most college

students.
Students have too much time on their hands . They need to
spend it doing other activities other than drinking.
More programmed activities need to be offered in the
residence halls, giving students other ways to pass time and
enjoy campus life.

A semil)llf on alcohol and drinking could be made mandatory
for all incoming students to help them understand and realize

the effecis of alcohol.
The legal drinking age, and getting alco~ol for those under
the drinking age can be compared to the issue of having a dry

campus at SCSU.
The idea of the campus being called dry is crazy, We all know
that students take part in drinking in their dorm rooms and, if
need be, they can go right across the road to get off campus.
We don't support the campus ever changing to a wet campus,

although it seems crazy that the SCSU campus considers itself
one.
What we support is the idea of students finding ways better
to spend their time.

have received has
:•
reinforced my opinion
·
that our many months of
,, ·
work has payed off.
·:
However, the vast
;
majority of our fine
·
readers don't realize
exactly what went on
behind the scenes here at this
newspaper as we embarked on the
latest leg of this journalistic
journey.
Things started off extremely
well. Our first news huddle last
Monday brought in a large number
of people, and we were able to
assign every one of our stories.
At the same time, our
advertising staff was running all
over the place, selling advertising
space like crazy.
On Wednesday afternoon, when
the stories were due, almost every
story was turned in on time. I
couldn't believe the good fortune
we were having.
Earlier that week, the Chronicle
acquired what I believe was our
first-ever mascot-a betta fish
named "Schtum" (Strange name,
long story). Things were looking
better all the time.
The majority of the writers
departed that Wednesday
aftemoon,.and the editors settled
down to do some serious editing
and page design.
That's when the troubles began.
We had spent all summer re•
designing the paper, and we were
quite certain we had covered all
the bases. Hoo-boy, we were in for
a surprise.
We use QuarkXPRESS to

. confusing o'urselves.

.

.

back to the newsroom to check on
him, and found him not only
sideways, but floating on the
surface. Things were not
improving.
Sitting back at the computer,
things began to lose focus, and I
entered a bizarre limbo state in
which I could barely change the
expression on my face. When I
typed in the date of the issue on
the flag, Friday the 13th, I began to
understand the power of
superstition.
When one of our copy editors,
Liz Prest, came in that morning,
she looked at me, concerned, and
after being told of our lo.vely
experience, asked me if I needed
some coffee.
I needed
more than that,
but we still had
to get the paper
out the door by

Page items
wouldn't align. Text
wouldn't fonnat
properly. Things
disappeared off the
screen almost at
random. Quark would
stop reading files for no other
reason than spite.
At the outset, I characterized
the day as "a new era for the
newspaper." By about 3 a.m. this
had changed to "an inner circle of
Hell."
Things did
seem to take on
Biblical
characteristics
noon.
when the laser
I
The
printer
Chronicle left
repeatedly
our office on
seized up and
day
time, and I was
steadfastly
left to grapple
refused to print
with this
a thing, no
emotional and
matter what
physical
tricks I tried to
aftennath. I
pull. 1be thing
think I'm still
seemed to take
to
recovering.
on a life of its
So when
own and,
someone walks
sensing our
Hell."
up to me and
stress, decided
tells me how
to play some
wonderful the Chronicle looks
games with us. I half expected to
now, they don't quite realize how
see a swarm of lOCusts descend
upon Stewart Hall when I stepped
much that means.
Well, a new issue is now
out into the early morning for a
complete, and it went much
breather.
smoother. The Chronicle is like a
Then Monica Erion, our
fine wine. It gets better with age. It
assistant managing editor,
also makes you appreciate a nice,
approached me and said Schtum
was swimming sideways. I went
soft bed.
.· .. 1.

At the outset,
characterized the

as "a new era
for the

newspaper."~

about 3 a.m this
had changed
"an inner circle of
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Sexual assault
not to be taken
lightly
As an orientation adviser and a resident
adviser, I attended the sexual violence prevention program in Halenbeck Hall with the
incoming students (during New Student
Days).
It was disappointing to see such a serious
topic taken so lightly by the audience. Some
students in the audience found the dramatic reenactment of a rape to be amusing and humorous (as the gym filled with laughter and cheering as it occurred) When a male actor shared
his story about being raped by another man,
some members of the audience interpreted him
as a complete joke. If there were any male or
female survivors of sexual assault in the audi-

ence, one can only imagine how they must
have felt. The fact is that 36 sexual assault
cases were reported to the Women's Center
since 1995. Almost all were acquaintance

IREAD, REACT, WRITEI
South African students set
the record straight
I would like to draw your attention on the above mentioned paper, par•
ticularly the third last paragraph of our article
"Msaseni and Mbeki mentioned that their reception in St. Cloud has
been less than friendly. Mbeki said that he feels the coolness might be
because both he and Msaseni are black."
We request for a modification to this statement because we really feel
we were quoted completely out of context. We would like to take this
opportunity to applaud Dannie Mackenzie for her initiative to interview us
and have interest in rendering voluntary service in our campus newspaper.
Taking in account the fact that she is a freshman, she possesses some
unique outstanding qualities in different fields especially in patience, determination, leadership and journalism. It is our greatest wish that this correction should not discredit and discourage her in her endeavors. Be that as it
may, I Would like to take this opportunity to set the record straight in as far
as what we wished the article to read and in essence what we said.
We highly appreciate the manner in which we were warmly welcomed
at SCSU, especially by the officials in the very first weeks. The first two
weeks were 9uiet to us only with the football players on campus, but it
helped a lot in tenns of adjustment in time difference and acclimatization.
We are happy about the manner in which we interact with students of different color here, as opposed to our experience at home. We kindly pledge
and appeal to those students who read the article in the St. Cloud Times •
dated Aug. 29, not to change their current attitude towards us simply
because we are ponrayed as South African nationally-reowned, potential
future leaders due to our academic achievemCnts, as well as our leadership
involvement in various national organizations. We will welcome any fonn
of invitation from students and officials to take us around, even if its for a ·
day or two.
Part of our mission is to explore, learn and experience American culture.
We would like to share our South African cultural experiences with the
Americans and the international students at large. We are here to study,
interact, socialize, make friends, and develop international network.
We would appreciate your professional input around this sensitive issue
as it may be very detrimental to our image.
·
Thank you anticipating your cooperation.

Andile Milton Mbeki
Freshman
Education
Shhembele Wiseman Msaseni

Freshman
Public Administration

rapes and two of the victims were male. Those
statistics so remind us that this is a real issue.
The sexual violence prevention workshop was
not desigl_led as a tool to degrade or bash men,
or cause discomfort. It was a tool to educate us
about an important issue (which may directly
or indirectly affect us at some point) and per•
haps to enable us to dee~ the statistics.

Sharon K. Sobotta
Sophomore

Sfudent researches claim about
Christianity in Nazi Germany
Last year, Mr. Pretend, insisting that the Nazi party was run b the church and based on Christian principles,
challenged readers to research the role of Christianity in Nari Gennany with an open mind. I did just that, and here
is what I found:
According to the book, "Who's Who in Nazi Germany," Martin Bonnann, second in power to HitJer and the
man responsible for carrying out the Fuhrer's orders, "reopened the fight against Christian churches, declaring in
a confidentia1 memo to Gauleiters in 1942 that their power 'must absolutely and finally broken.' Nazism, based as
it was on a "scientific' world view, was completely incompatible with Christianity whose influence was regarded
by Bormann as a serious obstacle to totalitarian rule." The leaders of the Reich did at times try to appear friendly
to the church, but that was only for political purposes. Kirchenkamph ("fight against the c~urch") was planned by
Hitler, but put off until after the war because of its tactical implications.
I also discovered some interesting facts about the supposed connection between the Nazis and the Vatican. Mr.
Pretend wove an elaborate tale about that for us, claiming the two organizations were allied and that the extermination of the Jews was the Vatican's project. I found the truth to be quite a different story. The book, "Quest:
Searching for Gennany's Nari Past" explains that Hitler wanted his men to occupy the vatican, secure all its trea-surcs, library, art collections for shipment to the Reich, arrest the entire papal staff, and all the Jews and anti-fascists who had taken refuge in the Vatican.
What was HitJer's motivation for doing such a thing? Among Other things, "he felt the vatican had become a
nest of spies and anti-nazis and he thought that by holding the Pope hostage he could insure himself a valuable
bargaining chip in future negotiations." In the end, his officials convinced him that such a move would be political suicide, but does this sound like something someone who had any shred of respect for Christianity would consider doing? And would HitJer have suspected the Vatican of hiding Jews if they were working together to exterminate them?
There were also some interesting facts surrounding the escape of Hans Ulrich Rudel, Gennany's top ace during the war and Hitler's favorite soldier, who received special treatment for his success. "Aftennath: Martin
Bonnann and the Fourth Reich" chronicles the escape of many top Naris from Europe and has this to say about
him: "His closeness to the Fuhrer and his special place under the Nazi sun turned Rudel into more of a zealot than
Hitler himself. The politically naive young man absorbed the cliches of Nazism like a sponge and developed an
antipathy, which became a consummate loathing, toward the Roman Catholic Church. Shortly after the war, his
engrained antagonism changed into grudging respect and, eventually, grateful admiration. He discovered that the
church, which had fared so badly under the Naris, was going our of its way to aid its fonner persecutors." Yes, the
vatican helped the Naris escape, but whatever the reason could have been (one was to save them from the Soviet
Union, which treated its prisoners with brutality that easily rivaled that of Gennany,) it was in spite of how the
Naris treated Christians, not because they were working together.
Every source I looked into said the same thing; the Nazis thought they had to put up with Christianity to acertain extent for the sake of politics, considered the church their enemy. None of Mr. Pretend's proclamations can
stand up under close scrutiny. This is just one example.

Jeremiah Jennings
Senior
English
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Housing
1 BDRM.APT.
$360-$380/month. Basic utilities
included. Available now. Located
on bus line. Parking included.
255-9262.
2 BDRM/ APT.
$415-$435/month. Avail. Sept. 15.
Heat, water, garbage, off street
parking included. On campus
clipper bus line. 255-9262.
4BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. DNI, NC, large
rooms, 2 baths. Individual leases.
$220/mo. per person. 255-9262.
1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.
$19M.1ONTH.
Private rooms in two bath apts.
Across from U-Pik-Quik. Quiet,
well-managed bldg. Sub-lease
situations. $ saving opportunity.
Below market rent, low deposit.
259-0977.
$205/MONTH.
4 BDRM. Apt. lndwidual Leases.
Walking d~tance to SCSU.
255-9262.
A Group of 3 or 4?
Large apt. complete with large
rooms. Close to campus. $205-

$220/month. Hea1 included.
255-9262
APTS.,
efficiencies,. four bedroom. Well
managed! Laundry, tanning beds,
ample parking. Call now!! 2511814.
CAMPUS MANAGEMENT.
Efficiencies, four-bdrm. apts. Finest
facilities, reasonable rates! 2511814.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
All s~es. all locations. $189 and
up. Cable TV, garages, DNI,
micros. Select Properties, 253-1154
or page 240-6034.

ONE OR TWO-BDRM APT.
in house. No pets. 253-5340.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdnn. apts. close to campus
for summer and fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave, NC, miniblinds, laundry.
Yearly rates
available. Campus Quarters, 575Seventh St. S. 252-9226.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY. $240/mo. Close to
campus on bus line.
Huge
bedroom. No depostt. 656-0978.
ROOMS FOR FALL
Men and women. Two-bdnn. apt.,
one left. Close to campus. Select
Properties, 253-1154 or page 2406034.
SINGLE ROOMS 'AVAIL NOW.
Individual leases. $205-$220/mo.
Close to campus. "large rooms.
*Off street parking. "Heat included.
"255-9262.
SUBLEASER WANTED
to share four bedroom apt. w/ three
other females. Non-smoking apt.
One block from campus. $239/mo.
Open immediately through May
1997. May rent paid. 654-0251.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdnn. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

Attention
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
new meeting time. Starting Sept 11,
AA will meet at 3:00 on Thuisdays.
For further info. call Cheryl at 6561775 or JoAnne at 255-4850.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!! No repayments,
evert!! $$$ Cash for college $$$.
For info: (800) 243-2435 or (800)
AID 2 HELP.

HOME WITH PRIVATE ROOMS
available now! Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $200/mo. Call SM&M.
253-1100.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
over $6 Billion in public and private
sector grants and scholarships is
now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more info.
call: (800) 263-6495 ext. F56815.

VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
on 5th Ave. Housing for women.
$220 per month. Parking available.
Call 202-9686 or 968-7137. Ask for
Tony.

GOV'T FORECLOSED
homes for pennies on $1.
Delinquent tax, repo's, reo's. Your
area. Toll free, (800) 898-9778 ext.
H-3883 for current listings.

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and NC for
the older student. Utilities included.
706-6lh Ave. S., 252-9226.

RESUMES/COVER LffiERS.
Professional. 240-2355.

LIKE NEW
four bedroom apt. near campus.
Two baths, new carpet, paint, NC,
microwave. Individual leases. Heat
paid. 253-l 320.

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING.
Lwe at SCSU's best off campus
student
housing
complex.
Whirlpool, heated parking (if
available), new carpet, and on sight
caretakers. Located across from
Halenbeck Hall. One male and one
female room available either for
immediate occupancy or for winter
and spnng quarter. Call (320) 2400234.

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WO's. Your area. Toll free, (800)
898-9778 ext. A-3883 for current
listings.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800)395-4896.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarteis and all other s1udents,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous, will
work with you to detennine a

Policies:
Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices

are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with UniversiJy Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.

Notices are free and run on a space available b~is ..
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,

during nonnaJ business ho~s.
shooting schedule that will f~ your
wedding day plans. Specializing in
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two photographers to make sure
that every angle gets covered. Very
reasooable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: SI. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St
Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.

Employment
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. Al home. Toll
free, (800) 898-9778 ext. T-3883 for
listings.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 898-9778 ext. R3883 for listings.

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing oor circulars. For
info. call (301) 306-1207.

259-4054, Sun. - Fri. between 6-9
p.m. for a telephone application.
EOE.
ATTENTION EVERYONE!
Earn $500 to $1500 weekly working
from home/donn! No experience
necessary! Set your own hours!
Serious individuals call TOLL FREE
(800) 567-6232.
BEST JOB OPPORTUNITY
in town! $285-$475/weekly. St.
Cloud company has several
openings, full and part time. Call
251-1752.
COLLEGE ACHIEVERS.
Young, energetic Co. looking for
three individuals who desire
flexibility and a large income
potential. Training available. Call
252-2280 for appt.
COLLEGE STUDENTS.
Supplement your income and make
a difference while in school.
Seeking 1O highly motivated
individuals. 253-9226.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING.
Earn up to $2000+/month on Cruise

u

lESllNG.

APPLY NOW
For flexible .fall positions! See our
display ad on page 11 to find ou1
more about the pertect part-time job!
lmmedi,ate openings close to
campus! Join the MANY SCSU
students already working for Meyer
Associate's winning team. Gall

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sorortties & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00NISA application. Call (800)
932-0528 ext. 65. Qualtt~ cal.leis
recewe FREE T-SHIRT.

HELP WANTED.
Theater majors. Make money
pertorming humorous skits for
audiences:. Part-time, flexible hours.
Good pay. Training and costumes
pro~ded. 252-1012.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildltte
Preserves. Excellent benefits +
bonuses' Call: (206) 971-3620 ext.
N56814.
NOWHlijlNG:
Part•time school bus drivers. Hours:
6:40-8:20 a.m. and 2:00-4:20 p.m.,
M-F. No experience necessary.
Paid Training and licensing
provided. Wage: $8-$10 per hour
(4 hr. minimum paid). Call Spanier
Bus Service 251-3313 for more
infonnation.

PREGNANCY

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Students Needed! Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3000-$6000+ per
month.
Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female. No
expenence necessery. Call (206)
971-3510 ext. A56814.

FREE TRIPS & CASH.
Find out how hundreds of student
representatives are already earning
FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with America's #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS
ALSO AVAILABLE. Call now! TAKE
A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
95-BREAKI

Ships or Land Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment available.
No
experience necessary. For more
information call (206) 971-3560 ext.
C56816.
DRIVER ASSISTANTS NEEDED
for Special Needs Buses. Hours:
6:45-8:45 a.m. and 2:00-4:15 p.m.
School days wage: $6.50 per hour.
Gall Spanier Bus Service for more
infonnation. 251-3313.
DRMNG INSTRUCTOR
positions available. Flexible hour&,
Must be 21 or okler. Will train. Call
255-9667.

NOW HIRING
Youth Guidance Workers! Attention
Rec., Phy Ed., Elem. Ed., Psy., Soc.
work, Child & Fam. Studies majors:
Plan and lead a variety of activities·
with elementary children in after
school Boys & Girts Club KIDSTOP
program to develop skills and gain
excellent career-related experience
to enhance marketability. Afternoon
hoUTS (2-6 p.m.). Call Toe Boys &
Girts Club of C1r. MN: 252-7616 or
stop in at 345 30th Ave. N, St.
Cloud, MN.
PART TIME JOBS.
Alocal telephone call center is hiring
college students for part time,
working 15-20 hours, Mon.-Thurs.
nights and Saturdays available.
Base pay plus commissions. Willing
to work around classes. Collection
and
telemarketing
positions
available. Call or write: Central
Collection Service. 215 North
Benton Drive, Sauk Rapids, MN
56379. (612) 253-7800. EEO.
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PERFECT STUDENT BUSINESS.
Flexible schedule.
Unlimited
earnings potential. Free info. pack.
253-7504.

SALES REP. NEEDED.
Immediate opening at your
University. Offering exceptional pay

and very flexible hours.

Notices
BLOOD DONORS
urgently needed!!
Red Cross
Bloodmobile is at 1204 South 7th
Street. EVERY FRIDAY from 9:00

You're

Call

ACCENT SCREEN PRINTING
(800) 243-7941.

SPRING BREAK '97
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH, & GO
FREE. STS is hinng CAMPUS
REPS/GROUP ORGANIZERS to
promote trips to Cancun, Jamaica,
and Ronda. Call (800) 648-4849 for
information on joining America's #1
Student Tour Operator.
WORKERS NEEDED.
SCSU students needed to work at
the National Hockey Center in
various positions. Must be able to
work during weekends and school
breaks. Apply in person to the
Directors office #12 in the National
Hockey Center.

.going. to

Costa Rica
Mexico City

SCSU to get a

$254
$434
$434
$249
$184

''REAL JOB''
Blff...

FMES,_U0<••-~"'5lDCWl~,O......,.

N01ASt.FA11C100,c:,rNCU.U,-wsooPF6

~~2;~~~~00

rm,Irravei_
National Reservation Center

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

For Sale

http,ltw.,w.~
EUROPASS FROM $210

FOR SALE:
Excellent condition blue couch.
$125. Call 387-2352 atter 6:00 p.m.

~~~~A!':_~_!__PHONEI I

SOFA SLEEPER.
Great condition. 253-3396.

a.m. until 2:00p.m. Phone 251·
7641. Walk ins welcome!!

USED FURNITURE.
Reasonably priced. 654-0546.

DOLLAR SAVERS ARE HERE!
Stop in Delta Sigma Pi's office in
Atwood 119A for more info.

Personals
ALL CLASSES
need notetakers! Receive volunteer
credit for taking ootes in one of your
own classes. For more on this
~R9rtunity to enhance your
resume, stop by Student Disability
Service in Atwood 8105, or call 2554080.
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. 'My god, my 9():d, why
has THOU forsaken me." {Mark
15:34) The biblical Jesus is talking

to someone else, not himself. The
biblical Jesus is not the Christian
god. "And Jesus said unto him 'Why
callest thou me good? There is
none good but one, that is god."
(Matt. 19:17) So acoording to the
biblical Jesus himself, he is neither
good nor god. W'rr,j are there so
many religions in the wortd? . Those
of the Christian Right believe in
freedom for themselves, but' not for
others. · II an alleged Jesus
appeared to you, how could you tell
that it was not the alleged Satan
trying to fake you out? The bibbl
Satan can do miracles. Religion is
superstition. Atheism is true.

JESUS ANO SATAN
are pretend. Prayer is cult chanting.
There was no separation of state
and church in Nazi Gemlany.
Russian atheists defeated the
largest invasion in history (WWII).
The invaders were Christian. There
are no atheists in foxholes? Another
Christian myth. If the Christian god
loves its children unconditionally,
then why all the rules and
regulations to stay in its good
graces? Why hell? After a tragedy,
why pray (grovel) to the same god
(pretend being) that allowed the
tragedy to happen? Religious right
equals religious racist. Religion is a
prison of illusions. Christianity is
false. Atheism is true.
JESUS ANO SATAN
are REAL! Deal with it! "Fools say
in their hearts 'There is no
God"(Psalm 14:1). Stay tuned ...
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JOIN THE □FL
in victory '96. We are accepting
internships for fall quarter. Call John
at 202-8242.
Clinton, Gore,
Wellstone, Peterson, Ellenbecker,
Opatz.
STUDENT EMPl:OYMENr"
SERVICES. Come view the many
job openings available at area
businesses. Our office is located in
AS101 .

Youneed
expenence to find

an

-,-........

interview.

------

......

.;..;.~

STUDENTS
planning to graduate Fall Quarter,
1996, should submit their
application for graduation .to the
Office of Records and Registration
(AS-120) by Monday, September
30, 1996.
WRITE FOR THE CHRONICLE!
Are you a mass communications
major· or minor? Do you just like to
write? Would you like to see your
name in print? Then come into
Room 13 in Stewart Hall and
become a writer for University
Chronicle, your campus newspaper.
Call 255-4086 for infonnation.

Read,
React,
WRITERS and GRAPHICS
Write.
255- EDITORS needed for iaid
4086 "REAL EXPERIENCE"

NOW!

Cfirofilcle 255-4086
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People are singing the praises of A?...i11
"Aria has improved my communications skills drastically with peers, family,
and co-workers. I use my skills from Aria everyday."
Senior Associate
"Aria's relaxed atmosphere, flexible scheduling and friendly people have kept
me here for over 3 years and I would recommend it to anyone who finds
these qualities in the work place appealing."
Senior Associate
We are your key to an exciting and fulfilling job opportunity in a rapidly growing company. We are Aria Communications. A direct marketing company
with the personal touch. We provide a fun, energetic, learning environment
for our callers, representing non-profit and for-profit organizations nationally.
Aria callers experience:
flexible scheduling
early evening shifts
ABSOLUTELY NO COLD CALLIN6
hourly base wage plus bonus based on your performance
paid orientation and training
competitive benefits including 401K and our Earning & Learning
Program
continuous training
personal and professional growth in our fun and supportive
environment

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

If you are a highly motivated team pl~yer with great communication skills and are
"in tune" with what we have to offer, warm up those vocal chords and call us at

259-5206
Mon. - Fri. between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. or Tu~s. evenings until 7 p.m .

•

Ai111

COMMUNICATIONS

